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Minecraft 1. 16 new nether mobs

Minecraft Nether update has been here for a while, so most of the basic features are set in place and patches are mainly fixing odd bugs and crashes. As such most Nether updates are just Minecraft updates now. Although there are still Nether related fixes going on as well as the latest Java 1.16.3 patch that fixes some
piglin bugs. Here we cover it, as well as explain everything you need to know about the major changes that the Minecraft Nether update brought when it arrived – adding new biomes, crowds, materials and other materials to Minecraft.MC-198678 – give the subject and gold ingot to the baby piglin and kill it duplicates the
item. MC-196449 - Piglins, Piglin Brutes, Hoglins and Zoglins have difficulty pathfinding to a player in attack. Minecraft commands | Best Minecraft Servers | Minecraft Realms | Best Minecraft Seeds | Best Minecraft Mods | Best Minecraft Shaders | Best Minecraft Leather | Best Minecraft Texture Pack | Play Minecraft for
free | Minecraft charming | Minecraft House | Minecraft Netherite Tools | Minecraft Netherite armorCrying Obsidian (Image credit: Mojang) Crying Obsidian is required to build a Minecraft Respawn Anchor and set a friction point in Nether, and there are several ways to get it listed in our dedicated guide. You can read all
about this new variant of Obsidian there.Netherite(Image credit: Mojang)Probably the biggest addition to nether's update is Minecraft Netherite. We have a complete guide on how to get it and how it works, but for a short and simple explanation, it's a new material that you can only find in Nether by searching for ancient
debris. You can create armor and tools that are stronger and more durable than diamond with it, which means it's the ultimate endgame device. Not easy to find though, so be prepared for the grind. Hoglins, Zoglins, Piglins, Striders(Image credit: Mojang)Hoglins, Zoglins, Piglins and Striders are new crowds. Hoglins are
born exclusively in the Crimson Forest biome (more on that below) and attack the player at first sight. By killing them can raw pork chops and skins and can be grown with Crimson Mushrooms, the new exclusive Nether sponge. Piglins on the other hand can spawn in crimson forests and nether waste. Adult Piglins attack
the player at the sight, while the children are passive. However, you can avoid their anger by wearing at least one piece of gold armor – just don't break gold or open chests near them because you get aggressive again. They can randomly screed with a golden sword or a kucha too. Piglins are also the only mafia players
who can trade right now, which includes offering gold ingots in exchange for random items from the selected pool. Zoglins are created when Hoglin travels either to Overworld or the end and stays there for 15 seconds. He attacks the player on the set and throws the rotten flesh to the death. They also throw players in the
air when attacking. Finally, Walkers are the new passive crowd found in Nether. Goes The player can ride one with the saddle while being controlled by a sausled sponge on a stick. If they are not in the lava, their color changes and they begin to tremble. Walkers can also be bred with a warped sponge if you want more.
Remnants of bastion and destroyed portals (Image credit: Mojang/Minecraft wiki)Two brand new structures in the game are The Remnants of the Bastion and Destroyed Portals. The first are huge, castle-like remains found in Nether, in all biomes except the ore delta. Bastion Remnants have treasures that will have
Magma Cube spawners inside and are guarded by Piglin Brutes.Ruined portals on the other hand can spawn either The Underworld or Overworld, and are the main source of Crying Obsidian, mentioned above. You can also get a lot of other loot and there's little chance it generates like a towering Giant Destroyed
Portal. (Image credit: Mojang) Before, Nether looked pretty much the same no matter where you went. Nether was divided into four different biomes. Digging things away is Nether waste, which is basically what Nether used to be. You will find all the usual things here, including Nether Fortresses, Glowstone, Netherrack
and more. Don't hit zombie pigs, or you'll be in the wrong time. The first of three new areas is the Crimson Forest. This biome is almost completely blood red, everywhere with warps and crimson mushrooms. Crimson Nylium covers the floor, with a strange block of Shroomlight scattered around. The huge structures of the
Crimson Sponge are packed densely together. Then there are the heartdamed deltas, which are volcanic biomes where magmatic cubes, ghasts and walkers can reproduce on Blackstone and Medea. Ores generate here twice as often, which means it can be quite fruitful. The warmed forest on the other hand chooses a
blue theme, although it has similarly huge warmed mushroom structures everywhere. It's not completely blue though, with Netherrack and Glowstone spots found throughout. Finally, Soul Sand Valley is as you'd expect; full of soul sand, soul soil and soul fire. This biome can cut through other biomes, it has an ominous
blue mist and huge hearthom pillars, which are another new decorative block. There's a lot more to find and discover in this update, so be sure to check out the official wiki page to read everything we haven't covered up here. Minecraft is still the go-to game for millions. This number will only increase with the introduction
of the Nether update! Continue reading for details.Nether update 1.16.0 release dateThe date has finally been set. Nether updates will arrive on PS4, Xbox One, Switch, Windows 10, &amp; everything else on 23 June! Live for Java &amp; Bedrock EditionPer official post on subreddit, nether update is now live for Java
Edition and Bedrock Edition players. You can see some of the extensive patch notes here. Minecraft 2020 Nether UpdateComing this year are significant changes in Nether thanks to update 1.16.0.The dimension Usually avoid the casual player, with its only use really is to catch the flame rod and bred the skull while
causing a slight panic and a special rage-inducing fall into the lake of lava. Another update for Minecraft is going to change everything though. New biomes, crowds, ores, tools and blocks are coming to Nether, which is the kind of place you'll want to explore rather than avoid.Nether biomesTher there are two new forests
entering Nether.The Warped Forests are the safest part of Nether as hoglins flee warped fungi. Crimson Woods attract Hoglins though, so be prepared to fight if you come across them. The third new biome is Soulsand Valley. Here you will find a lot of skeletons and fossiled remains. Netherite ore &amp; toolsThe main
reason to go explore in the new Nether is Netherite. This high level of ore is even stronger than a diamond, but it is a bit tricky to create. First you have to find the ancient debris. Like a diamond multiplying on the lower floors of Nether. We're talking about Y11-16. They are very rare though. Darkness: Netherite gives you
that goth look you have always wanted Feel them, you have to feel to make Netherite notes. Four of them, plus four gold ingots, will be just one netherite ingot! The tools and armor you can create are incredibly durable and much better than a diamond, it can only take you a few days and a few diamond pickaxes to find
enough old debris! BUY NOW: Minecraft for Windows 10 Master CollectionNew Nether blocksEather blocks: hit with an arrow to send a redstone signal. Crimson stems and twisted stems: wood-like materials. Basic blocks: similar to pillars and can be placed in any direction. Crimson Nylium and Warped Nylium: ground
surface blocks. Nylium can spread with the help of bone meal on Netherrack. NEW FRIENDS?: Not exactly ... Nether Sprouts, Crimson Roots and Warped Roots: vegetation blocks. Crimson Mushrooms and warped mushrooms: they can be grown using bone meal. Weeping vines: the vine grows from the bottom of the
block. Shroomlights: natural light source. Soul Soil: when the fire touches this soil, the flames turn blue. Warts: decorative blocks. Beyond the Overworld awaits the ancient realm, unexploded by most players – until now. Nether Update brings heat to an already fiery dimension with new biomes, crowds and blocks. Get
the Free Map Access update requires the latest version of minecraft bedrock base game with Minecraft Marketplace access. 1.16, the first release of Nether Update is the main Java Edition update announced at MINECON Live 2019[1] and released on 23. [2] This update reorganizes Nether by adding four new biomes,
four new crowds (piglin, hoglin, zoglin and walker) and a number of new blocks, including many blackstone variants, as well as a revision anchor used to set up the player's spawnpoint in Nether. It also adds a new underworld level device, obtained through ancient debris found rarely throughout 1.16 was reloaded about 6
hours after release to fix a problem with the Realms menu that prevented clients from viewing and connecting to Realms (MC-191138). The changes were only to the client, and the server jar files are functionally identical. [3] This hotfix was unsuccessful,[4] and 1.16.1 was released the following day. Additions[edit]
Blocks[edit] All variants of blackstone block. Ancient debris can be found throughout the Nether at any altitude, although it is much more common at lower altitudes (Y-levels 8-22). Can be refined into netherite scrap by melting in an oven or blast furnace. Same explosion resistance as obsidian, but it's movable with
pistons. The stock item floats on lava. It can't burn in lava or fire. A diamond or non-aeste pickaxe is required to use it. Lava and/or blocks always appear on all sides. Blackstone meth generates in the red-line deltas. It has regular, polished, carved polished, polished bricks and cracked polished brick variants. It has
regular, polished and polished brick slabs, staircases and wall variants. It has a polished button and pressure plate variants. Work as their stone counterparts. It can be used as an alternative instead of cobblestones for craft furnaces and stone tools. A block of a netenites chain generates the remnants of a bastion. Made
using 2 iron nuggets and 1 iron ingot in a vertical line. Carved nether bricks New variant of underworld bricks. Made of 2 underworld brick slabs. Cracked underworld bricks A new variant of underworld bricks. Obtained by melting nether bricks in the furnace. Crimson crimson and twisted mushrooms and twisted the
Crimson nylium and twisted crimson planks, twisting the roots of the Crimson and twisting the stems of the Blocks that make up the trunks of giant fungi. They have animated textures. They have an upper texture similar to regular log blocks. It can be positioned directionally, similar to logs. It's not on fire. They have
appropriate stripped variants. Weeping obsidian Gold-plated blackstone Variant of gold ore found in the remains of the bastion. Blackstone variant. She has a chance to drop 2-5 gold nuggets when she's mined with pickaxe. If the golden nuggets do not fall, then it will drop itself. As with falling chances of a seat from
gravel, The Magic of Happiness does not increase the amount dropped, but increases the chance that the golden nuggets will fall. Pickaxe without luck – 10% chance of drop 2-5 gold nuggets. Fortune I pickaxe - 14.29% (1.7) chance of drop 2-5 gold nuggets. Pickaxe with Fortune II – 25% chance of drop 2-5 gold
nuggets. Pickaxe with Fortune III – 100% chance of drop 2-5 gold nuggets. Silk Touch - always drops the block itself. Hyfy Variant of stems with bark on all 6 sides. He also has a stripped off variant. Lodestone Nether Golden Ore Nether Sprouts Quartz Brick Crafted from four blocks of quartz. It is used as a decorative
block. Respawn anchor Crafted with 6 crying obsidian and 3 glowstone. Can be used to set spawn points in Nether, using glowstone as fees. A maximum of 4 charges can be set at once and one charge is with each respawn. Redstone comparators can track how much is charged. It emits a moderate amount of light,
which is stronger for each added charge. Use in The End or Overworld causes them to explode and ignite nearby blocks similar to beds in the underworld/end. It can be charged using the dispenser. The portal animation in the top texture is reversed from the underworld portal texture. [5] He has made progress called Not
Quite Nine Lives. To complete, the respawn anchor must be charged to the maximum amount (four). Shroomlight emits a light level of 15, similar to glowstone. It can be mined with any tool, but hoes are the most effective. Generate as part of huge mushrooms. Seoul bonfire Soul variant of a normal campfire. He's got a
blue flame instead of an orange flame. It emits a light level of 10, with a normal bonfire, which is issued on 15. Hay bales can increase the height of smoke particles. Deals double the damage compared to a normal bonfire. Created with the soul of sand or soul land instead of coal. Piglins are repelging with soul bonfires.
Seoul Fire Soul Lantern emits light level 10. Created much like a normal lantern, using a soul torch instead of a normal torch. It has an animated texture, as does its crosswind counterpart. The seoul lamp emits a light level of 10. Formed similarly to a normal torch, with the soul of the soil or soul sand is placed under the
stick. Emits a lower level of light than a normal lamp. Seoul soil target redstone component that can be activated by firing projectiles into it. The signal is stronger depending on how close the projectile is to the center of the block. Signal strength rises to 15. It can be crafted using a hay bale and 4 redstone dust. It can be
mined with any tool, but hoes are the most effective. It doesn't need a redstone comparator to send signal strength. Twisting the vine generates in the warpe of the forest. It is placed on top of the block and grows upwards, like eyelashes. It can be climbed, like normal vines. Growth can be accelerated with bone meal.
Can be used in composters. Warts warts and variations of the sole block of the wart, but can not be formed. It generates as part of huge coiled mushrooms. Sometimes creates in the ground replaces warp nylium in warp forest biome. Can be used in composters. Weeping vines generate in the crimson forest. It is located
at the bottom of the block and grows down. It can be climbed, just like other vines. Growth can be accelerated with bone meal. Can be used in composters. 2 variants of new nether-themed color blocks, crimson (right) and warped (left), along with a soul lantern. Items[edit] Lodestone compass Created by right-click
lodestone with compass. He points to the lodestone. Entering a dimension other than the one that contains right-click lodestone causes the compass to shake uncontrollably. Music discs Netherite armor upgraded using blacksmith's table with netenites ingot and relevant diamond items. It does not burn in lava, as
dropped items or when worn equipment netherite armor, however, may still have burning damage). Floats in lava. Harder than diamond armor. It has higher durability and magic than diamond, but no higher magic than gold. Netherite axe, hoe, pickaxe, shovel and sword Upgraded using a blacksmith table with netherite
ingot and the appropriate diamond object. It doesn't burn in lava. Floats in lava. They have a higher durability item, mining level, breaking multiplier, and magic than diamond, but no higher than gold. All items, except hoes, cause 1 more damage than their diamond counterparts. Netherite ingot Netherite scrap Muzzle
banner pattern New pattern for banners, muzzle. It is used in the state to apply the pattern of the muzzle to the banner. Can be found in bastions. Spawn eggs Added hoglin, piglin, walker, and zoglin screed eggs. He saped a sponge on a Crafted pole with a fishing rod and saped the sponge. It can be used to control
pedestrians in the same way as carrots on a stick controls pigs. Right-clicking while riding a pedestrian temporarily increases its speed, similar to riding pigs, with 1 damage each time the pedestrian speed increases. It has a 100 durability as opposed to a carrot per stick durability of 25. Stitching and breaking can be used



with the help of an anvil. Mobs[edit] Hoglins Piglins Striders Have 20 × 10 health. A passive crowd that is born in Nether on lava oceans. He throws away the strings. It can be seated and controlled with a warped sponge on a stick. It moves in and out of the lava. It trembles and turns blue-purple when it's made of lava. It
moves significantly slower from lava. It is damaged by water and rain. It has a child's option. It can be raised with the help of conived fungi. Adults can spawn with small walkers riding them. It can rub with zombie piglins that ride them. If they start rubming with a zombie pig, they will also have a saddle fitted. Zoglins Have
40 × 20 health. Zombified variant of hoglin. Created when hoglin is brought to Overworld. Unlike hoglins, they can not be bred or fed, and they do not run away from the warped fungus. Attack most crowds to look at, except climbing plants and other zoglins. Drops of rotten meat. SMitm will do more damage because it is
considered an undead mob. World Generation [edit] Biomes Structures Bastion Remnants Generate in all Nether biomes except basalt deltas. They generate four types of structures; Bridge, Hoglin stables, housing units, and treasure room. They are the only source of pigstep music disc. Pigs and hoglins are born here.
Spawners that spawn magma cubes can be found in bastion residues. Piglins have more gold armor parts if screed here. [edit] /attribute Format Use to obtain, set, or edit attributes. Possible syntax: Parameters: attribute &lt;target&gt; &lt;attribute&gt;get [ ] -&lt;scale&gt;get total value of base attribute set &lt;target&gt;
&lt;attribute&gt;- sets base &lt;value&gt;value attribute &lt;target&gt; &lt;attribute&gt;base get [&lt;scale&gt;] – get base value attribute &lt;target&gt; add &lt;uuid&gt; &lt;name&gt; &lt;value&gt;add multiply multiply_base – adds modifikátor&lt;/value&gt; &lt;/name&gt; &lt;/uuid&gt; &lt;/attribute&gt; &lt;/target&gt;
&lt;/scale&gt; &lt;/attribute&gt; &lt;/target&gt; &lt;/value&gt; &lt;/attribute&gt; &lt;/target&gt; &lt;/scale&gt; &lt;/attribute&gt; &lt;/target&gt; &lt;/target&gt; if modifier is already available) attribute &lt;target&gt; &lt;attribute&gt;modifier delete &lt;uuid&gt;- removes modifier attribute &lt;target&gt; &lt;attribute&gt;modifier value get
&lt;uuid&gt;[ ] - get&lt;scale&gt;target modifier value - one entity (note: only players, armor racks and crowds have attributes) attribute – attribute name (such as minecraft:generic.max_health) name – string (in optional quotation marks) describing the human-readable name of the modifier – a value with a floating decimal
value (note: Some attributes have limits to the final value, so the change may not be noticeable) /locatebiome Used to find specific biomes. /gamerule forgiveDeadPlayers Makes angered neutral mobs stop being angry when the targeted player dies nearby. Enabled by default. /gamerule universalAnger Makes angered
neutral mobs attack any nearby player, not just the player that angered them. It works best if forgiveDeadPlayers is disabled. Disabled by default. Gameplay[edit] Promotions Added 11 new enhancements: All these advances are located in the Nether tab, except for Bullseye, which is located in the Adventure tab.
Bullseye, Cover Me in Debris and Hot Tourist Destinations are challenged advances, while others are normal advances. Added a smoke property to the trigger that checks whether the space is just above the bonfire. Added thrown_item_picked_up_by_entity step-by-step trigger. item corresponds to the item that was
picked up. corresponds to the entity that picked up the item. Added player_generates_container_loot step-by-step trigger. loot_table the location of the source generated by the prey table. Added item_used_on_block step-by-step trigger. the location corresponds to the location in the center of the block in which the item
was used. the item corresponds to the item used in the block. Added player_interacted_with_entity step-by-step trigger. the item corresponds to the item that was in the player's hand during the interaction. corresponds to the entity with which it was communicated. Bartering Added a new exchange mechanic through
which the player can trade items with piglins. Exchange trading is done by right clicking on piglins with gold ingots or dropping them on the ground, causing the piglin to drop at least one item or block in return, with different blocks and items that have different rarities. News of death We added a new death report for being
killed by another fireworks player using a kucha. [player] left with a bang due to fireworks fired from [item] [player/mob] Charming loot tables Materials Added seven new colors of material: #bd3031 CRIMSON_NYLIUM #943f61 CRIMSON_STEM #5c191d CRIMSON_HYPHAE #167e86 WARPED_NYLIUM #3a8e8c
WARPED_STEM #562c3e WARPED_HYPHAE #14b485 WARPED_WART_BLOCK Recipe book Added recipe book unlocks for blacksmith tables. Sounds New unique block sounds for most newly added blocks have been added. [more information needed] Some blocks already in the game, such as netherrack, bone a
podsvětí cihly zvuky byly změněny. Statistika Přidána statistika pro&lt;/scale&gt; &lt;/uuid&gt; &lt;/attribute&gt; &lt;/target&gt; &lt;/uuid&gt; &lt;/attribute&gt; &lt;/target&gt; &lt;/target&gt; Pedestrian. General[edit] Line spacing chat accessibility can now be edited. Chat delay can be set between 0 (default) and 6 seconds.
Environment Added new ambient sounds to Nether. Different sounds play in each Nether biome. Added 3 new soundtracks to Nether, composed by Lena Raine: Rubedo, Chrysopoeia and So Below. client.json disableChat disables the reception and sending of online chat. disableMultiplayer Disables multiplayer buttons
and Minecraft Realms. Customized Worlds Added experimental support for new custom worlds. The Edit World menu now has the option to export world settings to a JSON file. Previously exported world settings can be imported during world creation. Many new parameters are exposed but marked as experimental,
which means they can be used but can be removed later. A new menu for selecting a data menu. Data packages Added a new Data Packages button on the Create World screen. Allows the player to select data packages to be enabled worldwide. Supports dragging. Dimensions and custom dimension types can now be
added and changed using data packages. Blacksmithing recipes can now be added and changed using data packages. entity_properties Now has vehicle characteristics and targetedentities that correspond to the vehicle or entity targeted by the crowd. Game switching mode Added quick switching of game mode
function using f3 debugging key. Hold down F3 and press F4 to open the menu. Pressing F4 or using the mouse will cycle the game mode. Release F3 to use. The last game mode is remembered and will be the first option selected, so you can quickly switch between two game modes with a single press of F3 + F4. F3 +
N now switches between spectator mode and the player's previous game. Graphics Added a new graphics option Fabulous! Uses pixel-based layers of the appparation for some transparent elements. Options Added options to scale the distance of an entity from 50% to 500%. Sets the distance at which crowds are
drawn into a frame. Particles Added ash, crimson_spore, soul_fire_flame and warped_spore particles. Added three particles for crying obsidian: dripping_obsidian_tear, falling_obsidian_tear and landing_obsidian_tear. Added a new type of particles: the soul. Settings Added functionality to import/export world settings.
Shaders Added assets\minecraft\shaders\post\transparency.json. Splash Added new splashes: This parrot is nothing more! It stopped being! Honey, I grew bees! Find your claw! Everybody do Leif! &lt;3 Max &amp; 99 &amp; Ducky! Thick eyebrows! Edit is a name! From free-range developers! Len Rain's music! aw
man! #minecraftfarms And my pickaxe! Imagine! Create! Share! Fabulous graphics! Also try Minecraft Dungeons! Vanilla! It may contain traces of citrus! Zoglin!? Audio Events Added a new audio event for foxes to teleport after eating a chorus of fruit. Subtitles Added subtitles for travel through the underworld portal,
portal noise is fading. Added title for underworld of the portal, the portal amplifies the noise. Added caption Added caption cat purrs, Cat purrs. Added the caption for donkey eat, Donkey eats. Added the caption for teleporting fox, Fox teleports. Added subtitles for mules neighing and eating; Mule neighs and mule eats
respectively. Added subtitles for parrots imitating hoglins, piglins and zoglins; The parrot growls, the parrot snors, and the parrot growls, respectively. Added subtitles for zombies attacking and breaking wooden doors; Door trembles and they break down the door. Added captions to use cartographic tables, states, and
stonemasons; Map drawn, Loom uses, and Stonecutter uses, respectively. Some of these subtitles do not appear in the game, but are specified in sounds.json. Tags Added block tags beacon_base_blocks. An item tag has been added beacon_payment_items. Added block tag bonfires . Includes bonfires and soul
bonfires. Bees, parrots and turtles will display blocks in this tag as a solution to fire damage and appropriately on the spot. Bonfires use this tag to determine whether they are illuminated or not. Flint and steel &amp; fire charges use this brand to determine if they can light bonfires. Added block tag climbable. An item tag
has been added creeper_drop_music_discs. It contains all music discs except Pigstep. It is used to determine what music discs climbing plants can drop. Block and item markers have been crimson_stems. Added a block marker fence_gates. It contains all 8 types of fence gates. Added fire block markers. It contains the
fire and the fire of the soul. It is used in defining various fire-related behaviors, such as mob pathfinding and spray water extinguishing. An item tag has been added furnace_materials. Contains black stone and cobblestones Items in this brand can be used for craft baking and unlock the recipe in the recipe book. A block
gold_ores and item tags have been added. Contains gold ore and gold ore. Many recipes use this brand. Added a block marker guarded_by_piglins. Added block marker hoglin_repellents. An entity tag has been impact_projectiles. Added block marker infiniburn_end. It #infiniburn_overworld block tag as well as subsoil.
The fire will burn endlessly on the blocks in this mark at the end. Added block marker infiniburn_nether. Contains a block marker #infiniburn_overworld. The fire will burn endlessly on the blocks in this mark in the underworld. Added a block marker infiniburn_overworld. Contains netherrack and magma blocks. The fire will
burn endlessly on the blocks in this brand in overworld. Added a logs_that_burn block and item tag. Contains block markers dark_oak_logs, oak_logs, acacia_logs, birch_logs, jungle_logs, and spruce_logs, and items. A block non_flammable_wood and item tags have been added. It contains crimson and twisted stems,
hyphae, planks and other wooden blocks, as well as possibly debarked variants. Items in the item tag cannot be used as fuel in the furnace. Added block tag nylium. Contains crimson nylium and saused nylium An item tag has been added piglin_loved. Includes gold ingots, gold tools, gold golden apples, magic gold
apples, golden horse armor, golden carrots, blocks of gold, gold_ores item tag, gilded gold plated light pressure plates, bells, watermelon slippers and clocks. Piglins love the items in this brand, which means they will actively search for them. They will also show players holding an item in this tag as holding a loved item. It
is used in the Oh Shiny procedure. Added a piglin_repellents block markers and items. Added block marker pressure_plates added block marker prevent_mob_spawning_inside. Contains a block marker #rails. Crowds cannot reproduce in blocks in this brand. Added a soul_fire_base_blocks block and item tag. Added a
block marker soul_speed_blocks. Added block mark stone_pressure_plates Contains stone and polished blackstone pressure plates. An item tag has been added stone_tool_materials. Contains cobblestones and black stone Items in this brand can be used to craft stone tools and unlock recipes in the recipe book.
Added block marker strider_warm_blocks. It contains lava. If a pedestrian is in a block at this mark, it will become purple and tremble. Added block marker unstable_bottom_center. Contains the block marker #fence_gates. Blocks in this brand cannot support lanterns or bells on the underside, even if they would
otherwise be able to. Added a block marker wall_post_override. Block warped_stems and item tags have been added. Added a block marker wart_blocks. Contains nether wart block and wart wart block. Added block marker wither_summon_base_blocks. Text Added text that was missing for two death messages and
displayed raw translation strings. [7] [8] World creation Changes[edit] Blocks[edit] Bamboo saplings Renamed Bamboo Shoot. Beacons Bells Bone blocks bonfires Now they can be created using crimson and warpled stems. Now it ignites when it is hit by a burning projectile. Now drop the food is boiled when put out with
a shovel or water bottle. The fire pot dispenser composter has a lower texture when empty. Furnaces can now be crafted with blackstone. Breaking the furnace will now provide an experience for the fused things inside. Gravel and soul sand Generate in a new soul sand valley biom. Puzzles can have one of 12
orientations. Added a new Common Type property to describe whether the attached piece can be rollable or not (aligned). The NBT field target_pool has been renamed to a pool. attachement_type was divided into a name (in the parent block) and a target (in a child block). Added a button in the GUI that generates the
jigsaw structure starting with the puzzle block using a given generation depth. Added a new Keep Jigsaws option that controls whether jigsaws in the resulting structure remain in the stack blocks after using Generate, or are replaced by their Changes to Block. Lava is now pushing the entity. Now it has the right hitbox, so
the flowing lava blocks are no longer full of blocks. Visibility under the lava is now slightly better when under the influence of fire resistance. Nether Portal (block) Now has an associated loot table. Netherrack The use of bone meal on netherrack in nylia converts netherrack into nylium. If two nyli blocks of different type
randomly based on how many blocks of each type are around it. Nether Wart Blocks Observer Pistons and Sticky Pistons Hardness has been increased to 1.5. Pickaxes are now more effective on pistons. [9] Pistons can now support non-fixed blocks on the upper face without squeaking when the piston is reattached
(burners, levers, buttons, etc.). [10] Potted Cactus Top Face now uses the top texture of the cactus, rather than the side texture. Now it no longer contains dirt. Magenta Pillars Have changed the top texture to match the texture in Bedrock Edition. Redstone blocks now allow the placement of ladders and tripwire hooks.
Redstone dust Now has a bottom texture. One redstone wire is now represented as a cross. Right-click the isolated red stone toggles between the cross and the dot. Dot redstone is not much surrounding blocks, and the cross does. Redstone, which is connected to nothing, is not switchable. Redstone will provide
energy for the blocks on the sides that shows the visual connection, and not do so on these sides without a visual connection. The wire at the top of the block, which is redirected from below, will now propel the sides to which it is redirected. Wires that redirect up to wires on non-conductive blocks were previously
redirected only visually; redirection now also applies to their behavior. The wire, which is redirected to the re-propagate block, will now always provide power to the block. This is most noticeable when the wire has signal strength 1. Redstone's dust hitbox now adapts better to its shape. Now it visually connects when
traveling to the soul of sand, 8-layer snow chimneys and rear upside-down stairs. Particles are now generated throughout the redstone wire area; previously appeared only in the middle. This now causes particles to appear in incorrect positions when millions of blocks from the friction point, due to precise loss[11] (see
Java Edition distance effects). The tags have changed the uppercase edit message sign to edit the character message in the GUI character. Smithing table Added functionality: used to upgrade diamond items to their respective Netherite variants. Smokers can now be crafted using crimson or warped planks. Smooth
quartz renamed to smooth quartz block. Snow Soul Sands Blocks Expanded the maximum size on the 32-to-48-line to accommodate the new remnants of the Piglin bastion. TNT Now ignites when you hit any burning projectile. Vines Now play the sound when he climbed. Walls Walls in the middle of the row have longer
pillars when stacked vertically. The block state currently does not use any, low, and high for eastern, western, north, and south directional values. Now it connects to the bottom and side parts of glass panes and iron bars. Now it joins the bottom of the sea cucumbers. Now they turn into posts when pressure plates and
banners are placed on them. Items[edit] Charcoal Bone Meal Can now only be felt from items in the block logs_that_burn. This change does not affect gameplay because the new tag contains only charcoal could be melted. Clay Compass Now can be enchanted by the Curse of the Disappearing can now be used on the
new Lodestone Block as a waypoint. Compass now has LodestonePos, LodestoneDimension and LodestoneTracked data fields. If LodestoneTracked is zero, the game skips checking the lodestone in the specified position. Diamond axe, diamond shoes, diamond helmet, diamond hoe, diamond leggings, diamond
pickaxe, diamond shovel, diamond sword, gold hoe, gold pickaxe, wooden hoe and wooden pickaxe Slightly changed their textures. Food can now be placed on unlighted bonfires. Hoes Each layer has a different speed at which hoe mining blocks are effective against. Maps maps making sounds are now the same as
when using cartography tables. Spawn eggs Using a screed egg on a crowd that does not have a baby variant now breeds an adult of this type of crowd. Stone axes, hoes, pickaxes, shovels and swords can now be created with Blackstone. Buckets of water Can now be obtained in creative mode when an empty bucket
is used on the water. If the bucket of water is already in the player's inventory, no additional buckets of water are added when using an empty water bucket. Zombie pigman screed egg renamed zombified piglin screed egg. Mobs [edit] Improved anger management for neutral crowds in Minecraft General Now avoids
walking on magma blocks and lit bonfires. Crowds other than withered skeletons can no longer be inserted in blocks occupied by tasty. The friction has been adjusted to better monitor the mob cap. Crowds in valleys of soul sand and warmed forests will create a radius around them that will prevent other crowds of the
same type from rubbing as more crowds are born. Players can no longer mount another entity when the pool key is crouched. Neutral mob NBT tag AngryAt is now used when the crowd is angry at any subject, not just the players. Bees The maximum distance a bee can break away from its home hive when an
accidental journey has been reduced to approximately 22 blocks. Now they grow up and count down their breeding to cool down when inside the hive. Cows can now be milked in creative mode. Endermen Fish Now despawn when they are further than 64 blocks from the nearest player. It does not apply to fish placed or
named by the player. [12] They now have their own mafia category and mafia hat. Ghasts Mooshrooms Iron golems Villagers can now spawn iron golems regardless of their professional status or last working hours. Magma cubes now rubbing commonly in upholder deltas. Parrots Parrots mimic enemy crowds less often.
Parrots do not mimic randomly hostile crowds when the game mode is set to calm trouble. Shulkers Shulkers with NoAI can now be summoned with rotation. Skeletons now breed souls of sand in valleys. Skeletons and zombie horses can now be on a leash with a leash. Snow golems Cutting snow golem drops pumpkin.
Now the damage from the splash and lingering water bottles. Villagers Farmer Villagers Now Give seeds in their composter. It will use bone bones from a composter to growing crops. Farmers can now share excess wheat with other farmers, allowing them to produce bread. Villager workstation logical changes. The
villagers are no longer trying to work in the same workplace. When a workstation is located, the most experienced nearby villager for this corresponding profession gets a workstation. Villagers now have to walk and get to the workstation before they can get a job/job there. Villagers will check and make sure their
workstation is valid throughout the day if they are within 16 blocks of their workstation. Villagers can no longer claim workstations/professions during raids or night time. The experientiful bar now accurately reflects how much experience the villagers have and need. Clocks and compasses no longer work in the villagers'
user interface. Witch When a villager is struck by lightning, the witch she transforms into will no longer be despawn. Withers Can be invoked using the soul of the soil as a base. Withering skeletons now attack piglins in place. Zombie pigmen renamed Zombified Piglins, and due to the new model and texture. Now they
multiply in crimson forests. They're no longer attacking players who haven't attacked a zombie piglin. Now he will cease to be angry if the target player dies nearby. Entities that are not moby[edit] Item frames Have two new data markers: Invisible — make the item frame visible (it remains visible inside the item frame).
Fixed - prevents the item frame from falling apart and the item inside being deleted (does not prevent the item from rotating). Minecarts Now check the height of the disassembly position against the entity height. World generation [edit] Ceiling Next to mushrooms, huge crimson and warmed mushrooms can generate
more than y = 128 in Nether. Floating islands guardians and pillagers now spawn properly in floating islands worlds. Nether biome Old Nether biome is now called Nether Wastes. The structures of jellie village cats now spawn naturally in villages. World buffet worlds can no longer be created from server.properties.
Zombie village zombie villagers that are born in zombie villages already despawn. The format[edit] command The general message displayed when the unknown/incomplete command is executed has changed. /clear /clear now works with items in the inventory creation network. /datapack Changed the chat output when
enabling/disabling a data package from an enabled/disabled data package to Enabling/disabling a data package to Enable/disable a data packageand then reconsider your life choices. It was renamed obtain_netherite_hoe.json. This means that progress in this procedure is not maintained when you upgrade to this
version. Changed the description of Sweet Dreams from Change Your Respawn Point to Sleep in Bed to Change Your Respawn Point. Changed the description Not today, thank you from divert arrow or trident with shield to deflect projectile with shield. Changed the description of the Ice Bucket Challenge from Form and
my obsidian block to Get Obsidian Block. Changed the description of Sky's the Limit from Find Elytra to Find Elytra. Older rangers, ender dragons, endermites, hoglins, piglins, vexes, tap, and zoglins can now be killed for Monster Hunter progress, and they are now needed for Monsters Hunted to progress. Breeding
hoglins and walkers can unlock now parrots and bats progress, and are needed for two after two progress. Procedure Two two now requires dons and mules as well. This procedure now controls the child resulting from breeding. Getting blackstone now also counts for stone age progress. The procedure trigger
safely_harvest_honey removed because the user was item_used_on_block. Added player control to each trigger (except impossible). Because of the addition of the player, the existing content location, slept_in_bed, hero_of_the_village voluntary_exile now be placed in a location field instead of a top-level object. The old
syntax is still supported but obsolete. Entity checks in triggers can now use the prey table condition syntax. All conditions in the top-level array must be met for the entire run condition To access the new functionality, the top-level element of the JSON JSON objects must be interpreted as old write Full list of advanced
triggers: New player field in each trigger bred_animals: parent, partner, child channeled_lightning: victims cured_zombie_villager: zombies, villager fishing_rod_hooked: killed_by_crossbow subject: victims player_killed_entity: entity_killed_player entity: player_hurt_entity entity: summoned_entity entity: entity
tame_animal: entity target_hit: projectile villager_trade: villager environment New mood detection algorithm for cave sounds. The goal is for the surrounding cave sounds to play at more appropriate moments. The mood increases the longer the player stays underground. The mood increases longer than the player
remains without or in low sky lights or block light. [more information needed] The mood decreases and eventually resets longer the player is neither underground nor in the absence of light. The player can check the mood percentage in the information section about the sounds on the tuning screen. When the percentage
of mood reaches 100%, the surrounding cave sound sounds. Death reports We've added a new death report for being killed by a withered entity skull projectile,&lt;player&gt; was shot &lt;entity&gt;skull. Debugger Messages Changed description of F3+N&lt;/entity&gt; &lt;/player&gt;in output F3+Q from F3 + N = Cycle
creative &lt;-&gt; viewer to F3 + N = Cycle of previous game mode &lt;-&gt; viewer. Debugger Added a new line detailing crowd friction. SC represents the number of blocks in which crowds can reproduce. This is the same value listed in debugging reports as spawning_chunks. M, C, A, W and M represent the number of
crowds for each group that contribute to this mob cap group. The groups are Monster, Creature, Ambient, Water_Creature and Miscellaneous. They are also in debugging reports. The Target Block and Destination Fluid fields now also display the coordinates of the target block or fluid. The View field has been deleted in
favor of this. A dual controlled item can be exchanged for off-hand from any open inventory, instead only from a hotbar. Spells If a player has a stitching enchantment on all items, xp will now always go to heal items before going to the xp bar. Previously, the spell would randomly select an item when XP was received. If
the item was completely cured, the experience would go to the xp panel. Fishing When fishing, treasure prey can only be obtained by fishing in open waters. A fishing spot is considered open water if each layer in area 5×4×5 around the bobber meets one of the following criteria: Lily pads are now considered unhealthy
fishing prey rather than treasure. Knockback resistance is now a scale of the amount of knockback taken instead of the probability to make any knockback. Patrol Patrols no longer leak when the player is close to any intact village. Recipe book The recipe of the cartographic table is now unlocked with paper instead of
string. Stained glass whiteboard recipes now unlock only when the player has the same stained glass color in their inventory. Charcoal is now unlocked using the logs_that_burn tag. Clocks and compasses no longer work in the recipe book menu. Blackstone repair can now be used to repair stone tools. Sounds spawn
players can restore their spawn point using the bed when enemy crowds are close by, although players still can't sleep when enemy crowds are close. Subtitles Changed the headlines for zombified piglins angry grunts from Zombified Piglin angers to Zombified Piglin grunting angrily. Changed the subtitle for zombie
villagers conversion from Zombie vociferates to Zombie Villager vociferates. He changed the subtitle for zombie villagers who have cured from Zombie snuffles to Zombie Villager snuff. Changed the subtitle for stripping logs and wood from Debarking logos to Axe scratches. Changed capitalization The blast furnace
cracks on the blast furnace cracking. Changed the capital letters Enchanting table used to Enchanting Table Used. Changed turtle egg breaks to Turtle Egg breaks. Changed the capitalization of Turtle egg cracks to Turtle Egg cracks. Changed the capital letters turtle egg hatches to Turtle Egg hatching. Removed subtitle
Horse land. General Animations Manual Animations the following was added: Entry to the ship[14] Sheep shearing (regression from 1.15.2). [15] Feeding brown mooshroom. [16] Use screed eggs on the crowd to spawn a baby variant if there would also be a block within reach through the said crowd. [17] Manual
animations for the following have been removed: Item and entity attributes no longer retain unknown attributes. Attribute names are now with names. The names of some attributes have been renamed to meet the namespace ID requirements (i.e. lowercase letters separated by underscores instead of camelCase).
Changed generic.maxHealth to generic.max_health. Changed zombie.spawnReinforcements to zombie.spawn_reinforcements. Changed horse.jumpSength to horse.jump_strength. Changed generic.followRange to generic.follow_range. Changed generic.knockbackResistance to generic.knockback_resistance. Changed
generic.movementSpeed to generic.movement_speed. Changed generic.flyingSpeed to generic.flying_speed. Changed generic.attackDamage to generic.attack_damage Modified generic.attackKnockback to generic.attack_knockback Modified generic.attackSpeed to generic.attack_speed Modified
generic.armorToughness on generic.armor_toughness. The block format of the block storage format in blocks has been slightly changed to speed up various tasks (rendering, finding paths, world generation, etc.). BlockStates in sections elements no longer contain stretch values across multiple 64-bit fields. If the number
of bits per block is not two (i.e. one 64-bit value cannot fill the entire number of block states), some bits will not be used. For example, if one block state lasts 5 bits, the highest 4 bits of each 64-bit array are used. This also means a slight increase in storage size (for 5 bits from 320 to 342 64-bit fields). Chat Changed
uppercase Click to copy to Clipboard click to copy to Clipboard. Changed your home bed was missing or was blocked to You don't have a home bed or a charged anchor respawn, or it was blocked. client.jar removed realm code from the client, but its resources remain. Collision Smaller optimization in collision detection.
Data Package Credits Slightly changed loading data packages to prevent custom data packages from failing. If the data package is reloaded, the changes will not be applied and the game will continue to use the previous data. Changes to the data package list are saved only after they are successfully reloaded. If
existing data packages prevent the world from loading, the game will give you the ability to load the world in safe mode, which only retrieves the vanilla data package. Added --safeMode option for servers that load only with vanilla data package. The game detects all important problems with the data package, such as
missing required tags, and prevents the world from loading. Entering the world in an unknown dimension (caused by disabling the data package that added that dimension) now puts the players in overworld at the same coordinates. Debug menu: Outside the vertical region of the world, the debug menu no longer shows
the list biome. Instead, it simply hides information about the biome. The accuracy of bones and meal with a floating decimal bone that is formed in the corner of the block instead of on the tree, one of the many exact loss errors corrected by 1.16. Some game mechanics, mainly a handful of different particles, have been
modified to use 64-bit (double accuracy) accuracy, where they previously used 32-bit (single-bit). As a result, the effects appear in the right places, even if the player is far from the point of friction (with the effects being the most extreme when more than 16,777,216 blocks). See Java Edition distance effects for further
explanation and history of these effects. The following accuracy loss errors are corrected: Bone meal particles should now appear in the correct position. [21] Lava embers and poaching sounds should now come from the right positions. [22] Bonfire embers should now be generated in the correct position. [23] Particles
from redstone repeaters should now appear in the correct position. [24] Particles from nether biomes should now appear in the correct position. [25] Particles from the addition of the enders mesh to the end portal frames should now appear in the correct position. [26] Particles dripping from leaves during rain will no longer
block corners and are properly randomized across the underside of the block. [27] The book of the enchanting table now opens correctly over long distances; previously there were cases when the player could be pressed up to the block, but the book would be recognized. [28] TNT ignited by other explosions now
appears in the right places over long distances. [29] Long-distance detector rails have not always been properly powered and depowered, which have been repaired. [30] Mob friction would also disassemble, rubbing crowds in blocks corners and sometimes inside other blocks. [31] A generation of mine carts with chests
in mine shafts will now beget them in their intended positions. [32]. The font chat component style now supports the font property, which is the location of the font resource in the resource set. No item is equivalent to minecraft:default. The full range of Unicode characters is supported, allowing you to write emoji and other
Unicode characters outside the basic multilingual plane. However, custom resource packages must be used to display the correct characters instead of tofu, due to the lack of these characters in the default font. Force Unicode now toggles between normal and alternate fonts (called uniform.json) — no reload required.
Many new characters have been added. These are the added characters: It contains the few remaining Latin and Armenian ligatures[33] and the Georgian alphabet. Hitboxes Fire now has a hitbox, unlike before, where it was not when extinguishing a fire requires focusing on its base blocks. The Redstone dust hitbox
now correctly confirms its shape, similar to the hitboxes of fences, walls, glass panes and iron bars. This also includes when the redstone travels up the vertical surface, so that the top part can be focused without hitting the substrate block. Prey tables Predicate entity Added to fishing_hook sub-predicate. fishing_hook
check the properties of the fishing hook. in_open_water parameter corresponds to whether the fishing site is fishing or not. Can be set to false in-game files to make AFK fishing farms work again. This removes limitations on the ability to obtain prey only from normal waters. The main menu Main menu background menu
is now set in nether. Panorama menu uses seed 6006096527635909600 at coordinates X = 482.208, Y = 78.515, Z = -1127.193 The Singleplayer button jumps directly to the Create World screen if there are no worlds to select. Materials Added new underworld wood. It uses the color of a wooden material. Uses the
default properties. Whether a block requires a tool is no longer a material property and is now assigned block by block. The new Mojang Studios logo on the screen. Menu screen Updated Mojang Studios and Minecraft logos. Different models All block state files have better spaces and now define a namespace when
referencing a model. All model files now define a namespace when referencing another model. Multiplayer Screen Changed Online game is not rated on Attention: Third Party Online Play. Changed During an online game, you may be exposed to chat messages or other types of user-generated content that has not been
rated and may not be suitable for all ages. on Warning: Online gaming is offered by third-party servers that are not owned, operated, or supervised by Mojang or Microsoft. While playing online, you may be exposed to unmoderated chat messages or other types of user-generated content that may not be suitable for
everyone. The NBT tag The Dimension NBT tag is now a string id with a namespace instead of the number that is used in the player.dat. The Obsidian Platform can now be restored when an entity that is not a player enters the end through the end portal. Optimizing worlds The progress bar for optimizing worlds is now
color-coded by dimension type, and the ratio is calculated based on the number of blocks that are optimized for each dimension. The Localization Key options for offhand keybinding have been changed from key.swapHands to key.swapOffhand. Changed the description of the offhand swap key in the controls section
from Swap Item In Hands to Swap Item With Offhand. He changed the description of fancy graphics to Fancy' graphics balancing performance and quality for most machines. [New Weather, clouds and particles may not appear behind translucent blocks or water. It was previously 'Fancy' graphics balancing performance
and quality for most machines. Bone meal particles now use 64-bit floats for friction, not 32-bit. This means that the use of bone meal at great distances from world origin (especially more than 17 million) will cause particles to appear in expected places and not far from the target. Pathfinding Cached re-searches for block
type and collisions during path search to improve performance. The top-level element predicates in the predicate file can now be arrayed (all content will be ANDed). Raw JSON text format The JSON color folder now supports six-digit hexadecimal colors that specify custom colors other than the 16 default color codes.
Example: /tellraw @a {text:Turquome output,color:#00ff88} The hoverEvent chat component now uses the contents of the parameter, with content depending on type: For show_text - Pro show_item chat component - item id or object with id, count, and tag field (with the last one serialized by NBT) For show_entity- object
with fields: id (UUID), name (chat component), and type (location of entity type resource) The value argument is now obsolete but still supported. Realms Deleted translation strings: mco.create.world.seed. mco.trial.title. mco.trial.unavailable. Recipe Book Now is the text that says Search... in the recipe book. Files in the
File Area area are now open in synchronous mode only in Windows, not on other operating systems. The status of this feature can be manually controlled by the following options: For dedicated servers: sync-chunk-writes within server.properties. For clients: syncChunkWrites within the .txt. Rendering enhanced entity
shadows on the ground. Made experimental changes to graphics rendering. Added shader support to access the depth buffer. The renderer now uses pixel-based through-the-pixel layers for some transparent elements. Servers Added the ability to enable state to the server.properties file, which, if set to false, suppresses
responses to client health requests. This makes the server appear offline on the multiplayer screen. Added control over how much entity data the server sends to clients: a server property with a percentage of the broadcast range of the entity that controls how close the entity must be before it is sent to clients. Higher
values mean that entities are visible away from players, but cause more network traffic. Specifies the percentage of the default value, so, for example, 50 specifies half of the default range. Splash Splash Sexy! was changed to Slightly Attractive! Removed some splashes: Undocumented! Down with the O.P.P.! Lewd with
two guys with food! Switches and ores! Huge areas of land! I totally forgot about Drea! Cracking signs! Get ready for the show! Get ready to know! Prepare to fall! Prepare for shock! I'm getting ready to go crazy! He's getting ready for the word! Statistics General statistics are now sorted in the statistics menu. Superflat
Removed structure settings from flat preset strings because it was broken due to the addition of customizable worlds. Tags Added crimson and sagging wooden objects on planks, standing_signs, wall_signs, wooden_buttons, wooden_doors, wooden_fences, wooden_pressure_plates, wooden_slabs, wooden_stairs and
wooden_trapdoors block markers. Crimson and wooden_buttons were added to wooden_buttons, wooden_doors, wooden_fences, wooden_pressure_plates, wooden_slabs, wooden_stairs and wooden_trapdoors of objects. Added polished blackstone, and (where possible) blackstone blocks and items on buttons,
boards, stairs and block walls and item tags. Added crimson fungus in a pot, crimson roots, a sausled fungus and sausled roots flower_pots block markers. Added weeping obsidian and respawn anchors to dragon_immune block tag. The block enderman_holdable been updated. Added mushrooms, nylium variants and
roots. Removed netherrack variant. Block and board item markers now use the appropriate wooden_slabs. The log and item block markers have changed to use the logs_that_burn, crimson_stems, warped_stems block, and items tags. The item'music_discs tag has changed to use the item tag
creeper_drop_music_discs and the Pigstep music disc. You have changed the stair block and item block markers to indicate the appropriate wooden_stairs tag. A block of sand marker is now used to determine whether turtle eggs can hatch on the block. Nether Changed the ambient lighting in Nether; now it is much
darker. UUIDs UUIDs UUIDs stored in NBT are also represented as arrays of four integers. Example: {UUID:[I;1498693494,10271588888,1898994005,860320107]} Renamed to several fields: OwnerUUID tamed animals, area effects clouds, evocators, and projectiles are now simply the owner. TrustedUUIDs foxes are
now trusted. target_uuid leadership is now the goal. Worlds Old custom worlds (from before Java Edition 1.13) now say Old Customized on the world selection screen. Creating a world Loading screen is now displayed while the game reads world data for loading, creating or recreaching the world. Descriptions of the
rules for the game now cover multiple lines if necessary on the game rules screen. Changed the uppercase letters of some strings. Create backup and load has been changed to Create Backup and Load. Go back has been changed to Go Back. Restore default has been changed to Restore to Default. World Storage
Area Files Are now open in synchronous mode to increase data loss prevention and disaster damage. You can disable dedicated servers by changing the synchronization block writes inside server.properties. The world's .dat now uses randomly named temporary files (instead of every time you use level.dat_new).
player/*.dat are now stored in a similar way to level.dat (including leaving .dat_old files). Selection from the world has been changed Failed level of access to failed to gain access to the world. Changed Failed to delete level to Failed to delete world. Corrections[edit] 461,461 fixed From releases before 1.16 MC-667 – Lily
washers can be placed intersecting entities. MC-1601 - Breaking the furnace will not give the player experience for fused things inside. MC-2255 – Redstone wire uses different criteria for visual and logical connection. MC-2591 - Walking over the corner of lava causes damage. MC-3328 - Dismantling an entity places the
equestrian entity/player half a block too high. MC-4065 - Messages and commands sent in bed will not be in the history of messages and commands sent. MC-4520 – Aggressive neutral crowds become neutral when the world reloads them. MC-4641 - The third level of flowing lava does not form cobblestones in contact
with water. MC-5410 – In creative mode, flying down stops when it is brushed against ladders or vines. MC-7424 – Reports of death caused by a fall do not show that the players of the block are falling properly (ladders, vines, water). MC-8645 - Redstone wire receiving level 1 power from the block, pointing to another
block with wire on it won't be much of that block. MC-9405 - The upper piece of redstone dust staircase is not much blocks at the same height in the direction from which it is powered from, unless it is connected to something on the other side. MC-9856 - Players cannot pick up buckets of water or lava in creative mode.
MC-10727 – Shadows of players and entities are experiencing a z-fight with redstone. MC-11211 – You cannot perform many right-click actions when targeting the top face of blocks located on y = 255. MC-13727 – Arrows shot from a bow bounce around on a horse as it moves, damaging it if there are fiery arrows. MC-
13823 - Leads are incorrectly placed on specific entities. MC-14680 – Lead is shifted up or down based on the height of the award. MC-17431 - Removes ⇧ table from a moved data marker item when you press a shift with a data marker into the graphical user interface. MC-27535 - Crowds can sometimes still despawn,
albeit named with a name tag. MC-30814 - Chat text is too close together. MC-30939 – Nether portal continues to emit light even when the portal is broken. MC-31032 - Using only one blank map does not increase minecraft.used:minecraft.map. MC-36322 - Cannot milk cows in Creative. MC-37557 - Sometimes
minecart sound plays / subtitles displayed while loading the world. MC-44192 – generic.knockbackResistance is the percentage of chance to ignore knockback rather than scale. MC-45619 – Water, markers, vines, torches, etc. MC-45749 – Potion particles always spread from the northwest corner of the block,
regardless of impact. MC-46417 - Sprint particles are emitted in Spectator mode. MC-51126 – Arrows disappear only after crossing when they are shot at low angles from the ship. MC-52178 - Cape does not move down while sneaking and separating from the body while sneaking. MC-56373 – Selector and score text
components do not work on hoverEvents. MC-56653 - Zombified piglins drop XP and rare drops if killed something while in an angry state. MC-56970 - x-ray effect on fast graphics. MC-59363 - Items in item frames are deleted when both mouse buttons are used at the same time. MC-59540 - Creating a superflat world
without layers causes you to get classic flat. MC-60933 – Creative: the player is sporadically and momentarily lit. MC-63020 – Some pieces are not rendered in the first person from certain angles in certain situations (incorrect frustum culling). MC-63714 - Zombified piglins get angry when hit in Creative mode. MC-64242
- Silent does not work for some entities. MC-64334 - Fire can be destroyed if given an item with the CanDestroy mark for the unbreakable block below (especially the subsoil). MC-64623 - Lightning cannot be targeted using selectors. MC-64871 - Can not sleep while on fire, even with fire resistance. MC-65951 –
Armoured stands fall through fences. MC-69032 - When the crowd hits the zombified piglin and that crowd dies, the zombified piglins attack the player. MC-75328 - /clear does not delete items in the inventory creation network. MC-76810 – Casting problem: bone meal particles break at high coordinates (floating decimal
speed accuracy). MC-77176 – When reshoused with a sticky piston, the detection strips do not update their orientation. MC-77820 - Ender dragon death light glitch/error. MC-79944 - Miscellaneous overflow statistics to the 32-bit integer limit. MC-81659 - Fireball and hairy skull hitboxes are often invisible for seconds.
MC-82235 - Baby pigs turn into adult zombie pigmen when struck by lightning. MC-82995 - Two-shield locking in third-party mode. MC-83039 - End of town chests generate destroyed, items on the ground. MC-84610 - Off-hand keyboard shortcut does not work in inventory. MC-85527 – Shulkers opens into blocks. MC-
86197 – Shield blocking happens during meals. MC-87949 - Shield usage statistics are not working. MC-88491 – Projectiles hit players, snowmen and witches who threw them at certain angles or near subjects. MC-89043 - Slime blocks moved pistons often fail to bounce into the player. MC-89361 – Player selectors fail
to find player/player, not properly moved from end to nether. MC-89956 - Levitation has no effect if you slip with elytra. MC-90969 - Can't get goulash from mooshrooms in Creative mode. MC-91163 - Some subtitles appear when the player is too far away to hear the sound. MC-91368 – Ender dragon, which in creative
mode damages thorns. MC-91522 – Shulker rendering positions desync and generates ghost shulker while destroying a shulker-ridden ship or mine cart. MC-91893 - Missing subtitles for different sounds. MC-92889 - Stitching does not always consume experience if the player wears items with Mending that are already
fully repaired. MC-93198 – Throwing potions or throwing projectily causes both hands to swing up and down. MC-93477 - Shulkers opening up to shulker. MC-93631 - Pistons pop off blocks attached to their backs while retracting. MC-93813 - Snow golem throwing snowballs to play darts to shoot sound. MC-94094 -
Snow golems do not drop their during the shooting. MC-94535 - Flying and holding Ctrl really close to the ground emits walking particles. MC-94730 - Endermen become passive when teleporting randomly during the day while being aggressive. MC-96319 - Mob pathfinding AI does not consider some blocks to be
obstacles and is unable to pathfind on top of them. MC-96436 - Eggs, snowballs, and experience bottles break instantly when thrown while riding. MC-97247 - The audio map uses audio captions on the device. MC-97507 - Using an item that modifies held items shows Gear equipping subtitles. MC-97958 - Little slime
has no jump or squish sound. MC-99727 – Ghasts can be found using subtitles. MC-100258 - Holding a right click on an indomable horse causes an unpleasant loud sound. MC-100342 – Several non-ticking blocks are marked as ticking forcing the growth algorithm to check the blocks unnecessarily. MC-101084 - Held
items and blocks seem to bob up and down when opening horse stocks. MC-101364 – Crowds and players sometimes disemerst from vehicles in a dangerous place. MC-101374 – Endermen can't avoid melee attacks unless the player is on their head. MC-102319 - Nether portal trigger and travel sounds are not
assigned to any audio category. MC-102439 - Shield desynchronizes. MC-103655 - Cats do not enter when using the right click on them while they sit on their chest or bed. MC-104900 – Skeletons, illusionists and pigs with kneumens broke the agility of the reaction when hit, or walking on some blocks when provoked.
MC-104949 - Crowds can't jump less than half a block. MC-105132 - The horse, spider and llama rotate as they walk next to a fence or wall. MC-105292 – falling_block of lighting inconsistencies with smooth lighting. MC-106968 - Snow golems are not damaged by splashes of water or persistent water bottles. MC-
107103 – Attempt to interact with an entity 3 or more blocks away without seeing its eyes only interacting with the client side. MC-108598 - Client rendering another player or mob holding compass affects the user's compass. MC-109121 – 2×2 jungles and spruces do not grow from the lowest layer. MC-109248 – The
extended piston head is not removed when /setblock is used to position another piston base. MC-109370 – The lower surface of the column blocks rotates 180 degrees. MC-109844 - en_us.json contains unused strings. MC-109850 - Redstone wire does not have a bottom texture. MC-111133 - Piston pushes open
shulker makes said shulker glitch. MC-111381 – Plotting rotations for shulkers are set in the onInitialSpawn method. MC-111437 – Player activated fireworks do not count as player kill. MC-111475 – Fireworks can't hurt invulnerable crowds when a player is in creative mode. MC-111493 – Fireworks do not cause
knockback to either players or crowds. MC-111498 - Fireworks and water bottle damage do not make neutral crowds angry or hostile. MC-111502 – Fireworks damage does not cause passive crowds to escape in panic. MC-111726 – The minecart disassembly position is always above the trolley, even if there is



additional space It. MC-112131 – Intersecting dungeoes: spawner replaced with cobblestone. MC-112630 - Carrots on a stick can not be broken. MC-113068 - Zombie banging on door subtitles is called Broken Block. MC-113381 – Falling dust particles of anvil and concrete powder blocks are black. MC-113809 - Chorus
flower plant, bamboo, sugar cane, cactus, and other plants grow immediately when the supporting block is replaced by the same type of block. MC-114000 - Mouse clicks in cat hissing sounds. MC-114030 - Blocks structures take over and use NBT entity data and tile entities directly instead of copies when loading and
storing structures. MC-114304 – The retractable piston pushes the entities behind it. MC-114544 – Kicked Flying is not allowed on this server during sleep. MC-115750 - Promotion monster hunter (kill_a_mob) is not awarded for killing some enemy crowds. MC-116293 - Functional clock and compass in recipe book. MC-
116756 – Inverted and inconsistent subtitles for iron trap doors. MC-117312 - Hover and click events are in the wrong position for right-to-left languages. MC-117710 - Bonus chest setup is not copied when re-creating the world. MC-117805 – Oaks can generate directly below the height limit (y=256), resulting in an
incomplete tree. MC-117806 - Dispenser with filled bucket on y = 255 facing up replaces filled with empty bucket, although no liquid was placed. MC-118080 - Bows without pulling predicate to animate when other bows are pulled back. MC-118096 – Incorrect particle position when using bone meal on a grassy block.
MC-118234 – Procedure Not today, thank you can be run projectiles without arrows. MC-118327 – Parrots cannot teleport to full cubes and transparent blocks. MC-118594 - Removing Log4J2Plugins.dat causing a slowdown of 3 seconds at startup while it has scan all classes. MC-120335 - Flower pots bottom texture is
not rendered due to incorrect UV values in the model file. MC-120572 – /recipe crashes the game. MC-120805 - Pig rotation is wrong when a player rides them while using carrots on a stick. MC-122128 - Recipe book resets itself to a closed state after death. MC-122187 - Teleport to coordinate poorly when teleporting
entities relatively. MC-122335 – Projectiles pass through an entity when it is near a player or snow golem. MC-122715 - /teleport command no longer prevents teleportation to invalid coordinates. MC-123155 – If any entity without a player enters the end portal, the obsidian platform is not restored and the entity may fall
into the void. MC-123453 - Armoured racks cannot be placed in 1 block of high space if entityTag Small:1b is set. MC-124428 - Firework star crashes the game if there is an int field but no colors. MC-124812 - Endermen holding the block can despawn. MC-125006 - Stronghold and dungeon generate over each other.
MC-125055 - Igloo generates with brewery stand and pot content dropped (and placed). MC-125613 - The datapack #stairs is not used #wooden_stairs. MC-126244 - /localize, Maps and treasure maps can cause extreme TPS delays, which even leads to a complete freezing of the server when the generation structure is
turned off. MC-127149 - Land crowds can't properly walk on the subdued blocks. MC-127316 - General statistics out of order. MC-127971 – Trying to throw a trident while having a shield or bow fitted will make trident appear in the back of the player's hand. MC-128066 – Highly transparent edges of blocks on ice, slime
and honey. MC-128247 - Dolphins can jump too far to get them to hit the ground. MC-128658 – Biomes Nether and End do not use the right blocks in the buffet world. MC-129137 - Parrots mimicking hostile crowds in peace is not so peaceful. MC-130137 – Grass and mycelium do not decompose underwater. MC-
130906 - Dolphins move quickly when near the ship. MC-131046 - Angry dolphins give players Dolphin Grace. MC-131286 – The attack uses the right hand instead of the left hand (main hand: left hand) when swimming. MC-131360 - Music sometimes stops suddenly when it goes underwater. MC-131440 - The
message for trying to sleep at the wrong time means that players can only sleep during a thunderstorm at night. MC-131634 - Getting burned when on top of a non-full block. MC-131770 – Rain particles appear one block underwater or lava surface. MC-132236 - When performing / reload and then pressing L to open the
advances, instead tells me that there are no advances if I click. MC-132607 – Splitting slime and magmatic cubes does not copy noai. MC-132926 - The width of the route description depends on the first line. MC-132967 – Mushrooms show as green dots on the map. MC-133049 – Compasses do not point to the right
place when the item is on the ground or ceiling in the frame. MC-133088 - Missing translation string death.attack.magic.player. MC-134162 – Entity objects can break turtle eggs. MC-134481 – Typo in en_us.json: Status requst has been processed. MC-134608 - Some spawner tag conditions trigger a game crash. MC-
134637 – Comparators on boards decrease when handling building blocks. MC-134755 – All short crowds drown just below the surface of the water. MC-134900 - server.properties generator-setting for flat level is not implemented; property is stored in an ignored flat_world_options NBT. MC-135034 – Burning crowds are
extinguished by snow in cool biomes, but not in snowy biomes. MC-135151 - Typo en_us.json: An error has occurred!. MC-135333 - The open gates of the fence still block players in the water. MC-135501 - An invalid tag inside another tag silently fails to reload data packages. MC-135738 - Bossbar names that have
scores do not update as intended after leaving and re-entering the world. MC-135849 – Grass and mycelium do not decompose under the subdued blocks. MC-136063 - Incorrect spacing for entity.minecraft.tropical_fish.type.sunstreak value. MC-136085 - Blocks attached to multi-block blocks are removed when the
second half of the block is broken. – Ignited TNT, arrow, or trident turns black when it falls on the soul of a sand or snow layer. MC-137336 - Hitbox dust Redstone is inconsistent with other blocks when branching. MC-137554 – Splashy sound is in the friendly creatures sound category. MC-138402 - Water-soaked walls
connect to the water sources of the blocks above. MC-138600 - Cats do not bring gifts if they have already decided to sit on the user's bed. MC-138675 - Suasive skulls cause a perch effect on players in Creative mode. MC-138713 - Two by two progress does not require dons or mules. MC-140544 – Pickaxes do not
accelerate piston breaking. MC-140545 - Pathfinding prefers a north (negative Z) direction. MC-141934 - Ctrl + Pick block on the counter does not display your book despite being stored on NBT. MC-143443 – Redstone dust block states are not updated correctly if the wire is broken by the piston. MC-143473 -
Teleporting the crowd while it's pathfinding will make it navigate back to where it was originally going. MC-143904 - Adding a non-rail block to #rails block tag crashes the game when placing a minecart on it. MC-144107 – Poor calculation of camera position in window mode on Linux. MC-144622 - Using /data edit to set
the name from the block only works once. MC-145140 – Fireballs cannot be communicated when summoned. MC-145862 – Villagers try to sleep in occupied beds. MC-146824 – Ladders and tripwire hooks cannot be placed on the sides of redstone blocks, observers, and target blocks. MC-146834 - Zombie pigman head
bottom texture is flipped. MC-146928 – On soul sand can not place doors, rails, buttons, pressure plate, red stone, etc. MC-147255 - Beds in Overworld explodes if in Nether wastes biome. MC-147368 - Pillager base can generate in water. MC-147496 - Dolphin tries to catch a boat of non-player driving. MC-147516 –
Enemy crowds sometimes stop attacking and following their target when they are right next to it. MC-147591 - Cat type Jellie does not create in villages of the world generation. MC-147601 - The top texture of the Magenta column has not changed to a new texture. MC-147625 – Ender dragon tries to regenerate from
destroyed ender crystals. MC-147691 – Enderman will not intervene or harm the player if he stands still. MC-147708 - Put out fires is not considered a mining block, leading to strange effects. MC-148067 - Snow golems damaged by snowfall in mountain or cold biomes. MC-148360 – Cave environment sounds play no
matter where the player is. MC-148474 – The oblique rails of the drive detector break when pushed or towed by the piston. MC-148794 - Guardians are not rubbing in floating island preferences. MC-148802 - Pillager do not spawn around the base with floating island generation. MC-148836 - World search and world
name text boxes are not targeted when entering the menu anymore. MC-148869 – The player can break through the ground as he exits the cart or boat. MC-148893 - Fox spawners don't portray a fox inside a block. MC-148935 - Zombies without AI converted to drowned. MC-148936 - Parrot called with negative Age
has a smaller hitbox. MC-148955 – Iron golems can emerge inside non-full blocks. MC-149042 - The disassembly position of the mine cart is inconsistent. MC-149052 - Stonecutter recipe list does not display item labels. MC-149081 - Entering the bed from the holder causes the player to bounce up and down. MC-
149308 – Thrown objects appear directly in front of the head for the frame. MC-149375 – The camera can be placed inside the snow layers. MC-149704 - Sneak/crouch twice makes a player sprint. MC-149776 - Cartography table requires a string for the recipe to appear in the recipe. MC-149792 - Mismatches the length
of the client book that results in a failure. MC-149799 – When the kucha is loaded and in the offhand, it is no longer visible when carrying the item in the main hand. MC-150020 – Composter is in the Category Miscellaneous Place Decoration like other workstation blocks. MC-150405 - The client processing the attributes
of an unknown entity is bugged. MC-150455 - Ignored lava box level. MC-150543 – Using a stonemachian can sometimes crash games under certain circumstances. MC-150806 - More villagers are connected to the same occupation block. MC-151364 - Feeding a dolphin causes a crash when structure formation is
turned off. MC-152001 - Zombie villages never generate with baby zombie villagers. MC-152084 - Villagers occasionally get out of bed at night, then never sleep in bed again. MC-152157 – Marie Stålkrantz is not the right color in the game. MC-152170 – When a villager takes another villager's bed, then the previous
owner's bed will not look for a new bed. MC-152441 – Corner quartz stairs (not corner smooth quartz stairs) do not have a boundary on the back and bottom that a normal quartz staircase would have. MC-152934 – Water and lava disappear when dosed with a dispenser at the boundary of the structure. MC-153319 –
The UUID voter result is nondeterministic. MC-153483 – When changing tridents between the hands, the trident does not hide visually, it just flips backwards. MC-153508 - Redstone dust traveling on the side of the block can not be targeted. MC-153787 – Zombie reinforcements can take to the skit. MC-154427 –
Villagers pick up only four stacks of items. MC-154617 - The server stops responding to a stop due to rcon. MC-154867 - Tamed cats remain seated when the world is re-loaded while the cat sits on its chest. MC-155742 – The Iron Golems meet on the north side of the villages. MC-155977 - A charming book makes a
book lose its name. MC-156161 – Some chest prey is randomized through the same seed, unlike before 1.14. MC-156306 – Villager does not throw bread during inactivity or meet times. MC-156442 – Some Latin and Armenian ligatures are not included in minecraft. MC-156600 – Shields seem to stop blocking when
they are damaged and are still in use. MC-156866 - Villagers level from apprentice to journeyman with less experience than the XP bar shows. MC-157077 - Villagers he doesn't sleep in his beds at night. MC-157208 - Charming tables can display an empty charm option for hoes. MC-157303 - Villagers wake up and look
for a new home (bed) while living in a 2 tall house. MC-157436 – A player's position is constantly reset when you click on the ground with a sword or trident in creative mode. MC-158542 – The Iron Golems won't stop. MC-158807 – Players can remove the cursed spell on items by correcting them in inventory. MC-
158906 – After sleeping in bed, players are not placed in the center of the block. MC-159300 – Villagers who have been infected with zombies can despawn even if they were traded with. MC-159371 – Leads are incorrectly placed on bees. MC-159500 - Enemy crowds attacking bees also cause bees to attack players.
MC-159502 – Bees do not avoid water and do not take up. MC-159672 – Vex occasionally attempts to attack players in Creative or Spectator. MC-159773 – Shulkers can teleport to non-solid faces and not teleport to some solid faces. MC-159820 – third person reverse trident error. MC-159918 – Foxes don't run from
polar bears. MC-159963 - Minecarts can break turtle eggs. MC-160020 – The drawn bow changes its structure to useless when the durability changes. MC-160053 – Enderman follows the player after becoming neutral/passive. MC-160250 – Naturally generated villagers are not directed towards their poi; The detection
range is too small. MC-160520 – The journey of AI bees tries to pass through three paths. MC-160897 - Dropping an item using a drop key displays a manual animation, but dropping items from within inventory is not. MC-160902 - Arm swings when right click on full minecart. MC-160959 - Clicking on the bed by day
does not make progress sweet dreams. MC-161128 – Piston head that is left behind when the base is quickly broken and replaced. MC-161156 - Silverfish and endermites appear black on the soul of sand. MC-161259 - The use of carrots on a stick while riding a pig does not play any hand animation. MC-161917 –
Particles do not make underwater, underwater or other transparent blocks. MC-161969 – Casting problem: adding enderular eyes to end portal frames causes particles to lose accuracy. MC-162340 – The world boundary is drawn behind transparent blocks. MC-162346 – Clouds do not twist behind transparent particles.
MC-162385 - Background /title text does not disappear with text. MC-162665 - Food does not fall from the campfire when it is put out with a shovel or water bottle. MC-162881 – The composter does not display particles when feeding composting items through the edifice. MC-163286 – /setblock ~ ~ ~ air destroy does not
destroy liquids. MC-163333 - Plains houses and decorations can generate in taiga villages. MC-163655 - Fire cannot be targeted like other blocks. MC-163910 - Manual animation sometimes plays for the second time with high ping. MC-163918 - Bees do not animate their pollen collection. MC-163921 - Block location
looking at redstone ore plays Sound. MC-163950 – Ice bordering water causes out-of-fight problems from a distance. MC-164111 - Transparent falling blocks make entities visible and block entities. MC-164129 – Ender dragon internal hitboxes are rendered shifted by approximately 200 blocks. MC-164158 – Lava does
not smoke during precipitation. MC-164184 - Breaking a box of content in creative mode throws the block in the wrong place. MC-164205 - Endermen do not appear at the end if the difficulty is set to Easy. MC-164224 – Unupacted lava layers that rarely form in nether waste, crimson forests and peritarized forests. MC-
164233 - Skilled villagers without a job do not take precedence over unemployed villagers. MC-164435 - Stream sounds are not looping properly. MC-164446 - Tags do not load if one of their values is invalid, which causes all data packages to be released. MC-164569 – Random Block Broken in the Jungle. MC-164692 -
There is no manual animation to enter the ship. MC-164948 - The shadow of an entity is rendered over transparent blocks. MC-165518 - Village houses desert_temple_1 and plains_temple_4 no floor at the entrance. MC-165549 - Arm swing animation is still played while drinking items. MC-165669 - A manual animation
is played when using a screed egg while aiming at a block through a crowd. MC-165734 – Mine carts with furnaces still display manual animation with incompatible objects when they are not on the rail. MC-165958 - Clouds, transparent blocks, and other semi-transparent textures are not rendered behind semi-
transparent entities. MC-165962 – Some transparent items make transparent blocks and beacons as rays are not rendered behind them when they fall (again). MC-165966 - Shadows are not rendered in pieces. MC-165968 – Transparent blocks do not render balls for experience. MC-166135 - Bees inside a nest or hive
do not grow or suck up a reset timer. MC-166188 - Bees still hitting players after death. MC-166245 – No sound for cutting golem snow. MC-166246 – Horse skeletons cannot be held on a leash. MC-166260 - The light from the fire that came out persists at the edge of the pieces. MC-166269 – Wet wolves turn black for a
moment after shaking off the water. MC-166276 – Thrown objects and blocks sometimes appear black for a moment. MC-166292 - Subtitles of foxes eating a chorus of fruit: Player teleports. MC-166296 – Crowds picking up and equipping items does not play equipping sound. MC-166297 - Items are not rendered in
pieces. MC-166346 - Transparent blocks are not rendered correctly with the triple wire above. MC-166358 - Non-compliance with dispenser sounds using scissors. MC-166398 - Crowds don't portray ball as experience. MC-166413 - The item frame turns black when placed for a moment. MC-166524 - Tries to color sheep
in the same color as sheep displays manual animations. MC-166576 – The player's head shakes as the world loads in F5. MC-166593 - Zombie villagers in zombie villages are not permanent. MC-166717 – Behind all translucent blocks and clouds, the contours of blocks and hitboxes are plotted. – Crowds no longer
suffocate inside the soul of sand, farmland, or grass paths. MC-166725 – Hitbox entities render behind all translucent blocks and clouds. MC-166729 – Fishing lines are rendered behind water, other transparent blocks and clouds. MC-166764 - Villagers created during the world generation have a lower surveillance range
than villagers spawned by other means. MC-166880 - Pufferfish spikes model appears to be broken. MC-166895 – Underlined in the text of a written book disappears with subtitles. MC-166921 - Incorrect bow animation while eating. MC-166980 - Bees are stuck wandering northwest after completing a task, or randomly
in large numbers. MC-167039 - Right-clicking on the spawner with the same mob screed egg as in spawner plays manual animation. MC-167042 – Casting problem: bonfire embers are generated at a point that loses accuracy at high coordinates. MC-167043 – The enchantment of the flash applies only to the handle of
the shields with banners. MC-167044 - Casting edition: Charming table book does not open for players over long distances in some cases. MC-167046 - Casting problem: lava hot particles and lava bouncing sounds lose accuracy on formation at high coordinates. MC-167047 – Casting problem: TNT blocks ignited by
other explosions lose accuracy at high coordinates. MC-167076 - Seagrass, tall seagrass and sea cucumbers do not cover direct sunlight when they are watered. MC-167077 - Foxes sleep on top of honey blocks, even in broad daylight. MC-167090 - Entity matches are rendered behind item frames. MC-167091 –
Casting problem: TNT blocks ignited by other explosions lose accuracy at high coordinates. MC-167103 - Casting problem: mob friction loses accuracy at high coordinates. MC-167195 - Bees anger against players in survival when killed in one hit. MC-167273 - Some special rendering blocks are rendered in front of
entity match boxes. MC-167342 - The outline of a structure block is rendered behind clouds and translucent blocks. MC-167359 – Items are clear for a short time after being broken. MC-167362 – Item frames are briefly clear when placed. MC-167386 - Binding hotbar keyboard shortcuts to the mouse thumb button will not
communicate as it should. MC-167421 – Casting problem: mining carts with chests are generated in the wrong positions in abandoned mine shafts at high coordinates. MC-167432 - Ctrl + mid-click on the counter does not copy the written book. MC-167447 - Incorrect name RenderStateShard. MC-167512 – Glass in
hand is rendered differently depending on the Clouds setting. MC-167554 – The incantation flash on the shields is rendered incorrectly. MC-167561 - All players can get up or sit down. MC-167692 – Infested blocks do not spawn silverfish when blown up. MC-167971 – Casting problem: Particles emitted by redstone
repeaters lose accuracy at high coordinates. MC-167989 - Spawn point is not set when monsters are nearby. MC-168139 – Enchanted armor pieces worn by bodies lose their charm when looked at from certain angles. MC-168311 – The line disappears when in front of entities and block entities. MC-168319 – Fireworks
sometimes don't explode when started on the edge or under a block. MC-168384 - NBT-Tag Silent:1b does not work for bees. MC-168485 – Chests do not render balls for experience. MC-168540 - Threads created by net.minecraft.Util.backgroundExecutor() have misleading names. MC-168673 – Iron Golems meet in
the same place in some villages. MC-168675 - Settings that update when you close the video settings menu do not change unless the full screen settings change. MC-168748 - Fast friction and despawning removal that causes performance issues. MC-168772 - Experience balls can crush turtle eggs. MC-169008 -
Using the End portal in Nether teleports the player to the end, but at the same coordinates the player was in Nether. MC-169319 – Letters ä, ë, ï, ö, ü, ï, ï, ÿ, ï MC-169514 – Tame parrots cannot be renamed unless they fly. MC-169533 – Asymmetric walls in snowy_cartographer_house_1. MC-169679 - Composteres do
not make sounds when fed with pingles. MC-169683 – Bells cannot be hung from certain blocks that have a sufficiently wide base. MC-169692 – The shadow of the entity hovers slightly above the ground. MC-169715 – Incorrectly rotated block in snowy_small_house_3. MC-169764 – Fish flopping sound shows steps
subtitles. MC-169832 - Transparent item models have inconsistent rendering when glowing entities are available. MC-169869 – Mooshroom using the wrong texture in Programmer Art. MC-169891 – Zombie reinforcements can spawn in no matter if the light level is higher than 9 in Nether (Heavy Difficulty). MC-169965 -
Potion effect timers for higher levels can remain at 0:00 a.m. after a higher level has been exhausted if multiple levels of the same effect have been used in descending order. MC-169975 – The Highlight Player (Audience) key does not affect any player other than the player. MC-170075 - Online play is not rated
checkbox does not have an outline when focused. MC-170128 - EntityType cannot be created without a datafixer because of illegalargumentexception. MC-170242 – Asymmetric walls in taiga_medium_house_4. MC-170273 – Diamond swords use the wrong palette. MC-170274 – Pickaxe textures are inconsistent. MC-
170470 – In the snowy_library_1, the snow block is placed next to the window, causing an ugly visual effect. MC-170556 - Hoe textures are inconsistent. MC-170584 - The structure of the taiga_meeting_point_2 of zombie villages has 1 misrotated log. MC-170591 – Improperly rotated floor blocks in the basement of
desert_tool_smith_1. MC-170612 – Villagers spawned meeting places have frozen AI and do not move when this piece is freshly generated. MC-170773 – Recipe book and craftable filtering do not remain open to blast furnaces and smokers when (re) loading the world. MC-170836 - Cannot set the top of the soul of sand
on fire. MC-171618 – Players with armour take less damage when standing on fire under certain conditions. MC-171756 - Weird fire bug. MC-171939 - Many crowds incorrectly in statistics. MC-171969 – Fall damage is negated after a fall. MC-172025 – Several miscarmised blocks on snowy_medium_house_2. MC-
172307 – All loaded tileticks immediately run in the first tick after loading the piece. MC-172517 – Walls do not behave normally when next to the soul of sand. MC-172524 - Label letters are rendered inconsistently when creeping (within the same name tag). MC-172531 - Small crowds get stuck in fence corners. MC-
172650 – The texture of the icy side does not appear underwater. MC-173115 - Crowds can spawn inside the roses. MC-173367 – Arrows floated in the air after being pushed by a piston. MC-173732 - Fire and soul fire do not prey tables. MC-174071 – The roof savanna_mason_1 is cut off. MC-174072 - The
savanna_temple_2 contains one wrongly rotated block. MC-174073 - Two misaligned blocks in savanna_small_house_5. MC-174075 - Incorrectly rotated block in savanna_butchers_shop_1. MC-174076 – Inconsistent rotation of logs under windows in savanna_small_house_4. MC-174078 - Three incorrectly rotated
blocks in snowy_armorer_house_2. MC-174079 - Incorrectly rotated block on snowy_weapon_smith_1. MC-174082 – Three misaligned blocks in snowy_small_house_2. MC-174083 – Three wrongly rotated blocks in snowy_butchers_shop_1. MC-174234 - Village structure snowy_masons_house_1 has two incorrectly
rotated blocks in snowy_butchers_shop_1. MC-174234 - Village structure snowy_masons_house_1 has two incorrectly rotated Blocks. MC-174568 – Rail updates are 3-4 times laggier from 1.13am. MC-174648 - Recipe book button crafting interface cannot be unhighlighted. MC-174790 - Mob on turtle eggs causes the
game to crash. MC-174932 - Right-to-left text appears from left to right when you start the game until the language changes. MC-175171 - Fishing bobber can get stuck on the ledge when it is winded in mc-175201 – Improperly rotated floor block in savanna_small_house_1, savanna_small_house_2,
savanna_small_house_3 and savanna_small_house_7. MC-175634 - The line disconnects while drinking. MC-176104 - Dropped compasses always point up. MC-176640 – Players can set a friction point inside dangerous blocks. MC-176644 – Observers do not start when they attach the fence to a newly grown tree.
MC-177075 - Taking the stonemam product produces no subtitles. MC-177080 - Sounds for traveling through the portal do not have subtitles. MC-177088 – The sound of a polar bear's step has no subtitles. MC-177346 - the compass in the hand of the crowd does not point to the correct location if the crowd turns around.
MC-177712 – Nether portal blocks do not have loot tables. MC-177873 - Trident and shield holding model is activated when using an item with right-click function in another hand. MC-178029 - Pieces you coded by logging twice into the solo world. MC-178441 – Endermen do not shy away from cholik projectily. MC-
178570 – When blocking the skull's cholik with a shield, the player still gets the effect of becoming in a state of perch. MC-178572 – Using the shield triggers the model for other poses if the relevant item is held in the other hand. MC-178576 - Projectile protection has no effect on withering skulls, unlike the ghastly fireball
MC-179309 - Trident backwards while eating. MC-179989 – Smithing table and anvil AI does not have the title Inventory over player inventory. MC-181108 - Right-to-left text always appears from left to right. MC-181566 - Powered redstone dust emits only particles in the center of the block. MC-182076 - Horse jumping
sound is unused. MC-182249 - Problems with the potted_cactus.json file block model. MC-182888 - Compasses and clocks work as usual in village gui trading. MC-183249 - BitSets carving mask created for lower block states. MC-183718 – Stronghold End can be rewritten by ocean ruins. MC-185616 – Turtle eggs
cannot hatch on red sand. MC-185949 - Copy C in Click to copy to clipboard is not capitalized. MC-186353 – s a m in Edit message signs are uncapitalized. MC-189570 - The medium mouse button does not act as a hot panel slot in your inventory. Gallery[edit] MINECON Live 2019[edit] Screenshots from Nether Update
from MINECON Live 2019: A View of souls and valleys. There is a fire of the soul in souls and valleys. View of crimson forest biome. Detailed view of the crimson forest. The sight of a forest biome. Detail of a saused forest. A target block was shot, which activated the redstone lamps. Subsequent screenshots [edit] Draft
drawings [edit] This concept was made when we started talking about introducing huge nether warts in Nether. This eventually led us to decide to release our own biome from it. – Johan Aronson, Artistic Director. We wanted to expand the palette in Nether to increase the feeling that you are no longer in Overworld. It was
an experiment to find a suitable, contrasting palette to the original Nether setting. – Johan Aronson, Artistic Director. Works of art by Johan Aronson, artistic director. A sketch of a walker by Johan Aronson, artistic director. [36] Video[edit] Trailer[edit] Trailer for update was released on 23. Nether Update: Official Trailer
(view on YouTube) Showcases [edit] Videos made slicedlime: Java Edition [edit] What's new in Minecraft Java Edition 1.16 - Nether Update? (viewed on YouTube) As Bastion Remnants and destroyed portals are generated in Nether Update (view on YouTube) Technical news in Minecraft Java Edition 1.16 (view on
YouTube) Soundtrack [edit] Videos uploaded to Lena Raine - Theme ingrooves Lena Raine - Chrysopoeia (view on YouTube) Plays exclusively in biome Crimson Forest. Lena Raine - Rubedo (view on YouTube) Plays exclusively in Biome Nether Wastes. Lena Raine - So Below (view on YouTube) Plays in both the
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with version 1.16, all major update version numbers will be the same for both Java and Bedrock editions. [37] [38] Main The panorama does not contain any crowds, new or old, and is the first to do so since 1.13, when version-specific menu panoramas began to be used. 1.16 fixes the most bugs that existed before its
development from any version of the release, narrowly beating 1.8. 1.16 is the first update that has candidates for release since version 1.0.0. No week was left out from the first to the last frame. 1.16 is the only major update for Java Edition released in 2020. See also[edit] References[edit] ↑ a b Everything We
Announced at MINECON Live 2019 – Minecraft.net, September 28, 2019 ↑ Nether Update out today on Java! – Minecraft.net, June 23, 2020 ↑ Welcome to the Nether - Minecraft Java Edition 1.16 has been released – u/sliced_lime on Reddit, June 23, 2020 ↑ MC-191138 ↑ Fun fact: the respawnu anchor portal is in the
opposite direction and the particles go out instead of inside as an underworld portal, suggesting that you can't go in, but only out! – @JasperBoerstra, March 20, 2020 ↑ MC-171413 solved as Works As Intended ↑ MC-133088 ↑ MC-177771 ↑ MC-140544 – Pickaxes don 't speed up piston breaking ↑ MC-93631 - Pistons
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I haven't seen that before... :o – @kingbdogz, March 25, 2020 ↑ Old sketch (Inaccurate carrot) Have fun with the balding lava friends ❤️ – @JohanAronson, March 25, 2020 ↑ We are skipping 1.15 so the next release will be 1.16. (archived) - @Chupacaubrey, March 16, 2020 ↑ The answer to the version numbers finally
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